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functions of source signals, a class of second-order statistic
method is called temporal predictability (TP) method or
Stone’s method is proposed by Stone [8]. TP method
established on conjecture that TP of any mixture is less than (or
equal to) that of any of its components. However, this
conjecture according to [9] is incorrect and modified. It
can be considered the improved conjecture as a theoretical
basis for BSS problem. Another view is talk over to measure
TP, which depends on difference measure [10]. Modified
algorithm using signal temporal predictability is proposed in
[11] depends on the fact that temporal predictability (TP) of
signals is predominantly different. In recent years, genetic
algorithm (GA) has been successfully applied to solve different
problems in business, engineering, and science [13]. GA has
been utilized to solve the BSS problem. Two evolutionary
algorithms, namely, particle swarm optimization (PSO) and
genetic algorithms (Continuous and Binary) with a novel
fitness function based on the fusion of two criteria, mutual
information and kurtosis are proposed in [5] to solve BSS.
Evolutionary algorithm is used for nonlinear blind source
separation; Niche Genetic Algorithm is used in combination
with nonlinear BSS to solve global optimization of parameters
with high accuracy, fast convergence, and robustness against
local minima [12]. A method for blind separation of digital
signals based on Elitist Genetic Algorithms is proposed in [12].
In this work, a fast genetic algorithm (FGA) is used to generate
and tune Half-life (hL, hS) parameters, which used by Stone’s
method, because the proposed algorithm is based on the
responses of two different linear scalar filters to the same set of
signals, linear mixing model is considered here . The schematic
diagram for mixing and separation process in blind source
separation techniques is shown in Fig.1.

Abstract— In recent years, much research emerged to modify
Stone’s BSS method for solving a blind source separation
problem; Stone’s method used to recover original signals from
the mixture. In this work, new direction has been opened to use
an intelligent soft computing technique (Fast Genetic Algorithm)
with the temporal predictability of signals based on Stone’s BSS
method. Proposed algorithm has been compared with wellknown BSS algorithms (JADE, FICA, and Stone’s BSS) over
super-Gaussian, sub-Gaussian, and Gaussian signals with linear
mixture combination. Then eight voices have mixed randomly;
and the proposed approach has successfully recovered the voices
with high efficiency. Interpretation based on the responses of two
different linear scalar filters to the same set of signals, which
indicate to Short-term and Long-term linear predictors with
tuned Half-life values (hL, hS) genetically is a powerful new
technique for solving BSS problem. In addition to the benefits of
the Stone’s method, the proposed algorithm overcomes the local
minima problem by successfully jump out of the potential local
minimum. Usually recovery methods depend on the difference
between signals and mixture proprieties; generally, there are
three famous properties for any signal: (1) Gaussian probability
density function based on the central limit theorem (2) Degree of
statistical independence (3) Temporal predictability. So (1&2)
proprieties, have previously been used as a base for separation
but in this work only 3rd property has been used. In order to
check the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm two
performance indexes are used: Interference to signal ratio (ISR),
and Integral square error (ISE).
Keywords- blind signal separation; signal
predictability; fast genetic algorithms; Stone’s BSS.

I.

temporal

INTRODUCTION

Blind source separation is a significant and formal area of
research in signal and image processing [1]. It refers to the
problem of restoring original sources or data from the mixture
without prior knowledge of mixing process and source signals
[2]. Various methods have been expanded in statistical, neural
computing, and signal processing to find the solution of BSS
problem and to get an appropriate linear representation of
random variable [3]. The most significant method is
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) as a statistical method
for finding independent components of the signal, which have
the most statistical independence in multidimensional statistical
data. ICA is based on random and natural gradient [4, 5]. The
famous methods of estimating ICA mode by: maximizing nonGaussianity [2], minimization of mutual information [3],
maximum Likelihood Estimation [6], JADE algorithms [7].
With a view to minimize appearance of probability density
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram for mixing and separation in blind source
separation (BSS)
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According to Stone’s method 4/ , 4: ∈ [0, 1] are two
different parameters, 819 (1) = /0123 (1) = (1) . Half-life
hL of 4: is much longer (typically 100 times longer) than
corresponding half-life hS of 45 , and the relation is:

Typical linear mixing model of blind source separation with n
sensors and n sources are taken. () = [ (), .  ()]
refers sources; superscript T refers transpose operator; () =
[  (), …  ()] refers observation, ∈ × refers mixing
matrix. Symbol (k) is time or sample index.

4 = 2"/0

The mixing model used in this work is:
 ()

Stone has offered TP of yi for ith extracted signal by
separator vector wi as Rayleigh’s quotient as follows:

(1)

And the separating model is:
 () =   ()

(? ) = log

(2)

B. Mao’s Temporal Predictability Measures
In the same strategy of Stone’s measure as mentioned
above, Mao’s measure (M-Measure) for TP signal is [10]:

SIGNALS TEMPORAL PREDICTABILITY MEASURE

() =

Nearly every signal within a physical system is a factually
mixture of statistically independent source signals. However,
because source signals are usually generated by motion of
mass (e.g., Membrane), form of physically possible source
signals is underwritten by laws that govern how masses can
move over time [8]. This indicates that most parsimonious
clarification for complexity of giving an observed source
signal is that combine of mixture. Stone proposes a method
depend on the temporal predictability of signal and then
several measures invented by researchers.
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Ry implies the difference measure in the mean value sense.
In this measure, BSS problem is changed to standard
symmetric eigenproblem, and separation matrix is orthogonal.
III.

819 () = 4: 819 ( − 1) + (1 − 4: )( − 1)

(5)

Mixing Preprocessing X(k)

Where the symbol (k) is a time index, y (k) is the signal value
of at time k. Term Uy contemplates the extent to which y (k) is
predicted by short-term moving average ( yshort ). In contrast,
the term Vy is a measure of the overall variability in y that is
measured by the extent to which y (k) is predicted by longterm moving average ( ylong ). Predicted values yshort(k), ylong(k)
of y (k) are both exponentially weighted sums of signal values
measured up to time (k – 1), such that recent values have a
larger weighting than that indistinct past.
(4)

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Proposed approach depends on the integration between
Stone’s measure and Fast Genetic Algorithm evolutionary
technique, which is called (S’M-FGA) approach. FGA has lots
of improvements about population, selection, crossover and
mutation in comparison with simple GA [15]. Reference [14]
was interpreted how Stone’s BSS deploys generalized
eigenvalue decomposition to obtain the un-mixing matrix;
proposed theory is based on the responses of two different
linear scalar filters to the same set of signals. Indeed, the
response of linear filter to signals is a comprehensive case
which includes short-term and long-term linear predictors used
by Stone’s BSS too. Linear filters are assumed as scalar filters
rather than matrix filters unless stated otherwise. Fig.2 shows
a schematic diagram for the theoretical foundation of proposed
approach.

(3)

/0123 () = 45 /0123 ( − 1) + (1 − 45 )( − 1)

(9)

Where ^ () = () − 819 (),  () = () − /0123 ()
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Stone has been drawing many researchers' attention for
BSS by using short- term and long-term predictors. Attempts
for a weight vector which pack up orthogonal projection of
signals such that each extracted signal is maximally
predictable. It’s a batch approach with low complexity.
Stone’s BSS conjecture refers that temporal predictability (TP)
of any mixture is less than (or equal to) that of any of its
components. Stone’s measure of TP for N-sampled signal has
been defined as follows [8, 14]:
= 

V

T
∑T
!U(819 () − ()) − ∑!UW/0123 () − ()X (8)

For signal series y (k) with zero-mean, the covariance Z
difference is defined as:

A. Stone’s Temporal Predictability Measures.
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MN O

The remnant of the paper is organized as follows: specific
measures for the temporal predictability are explained in the
next section. The proposed algorithm is presented in section
III, and then simulation results are shown in section IV.
Finally; the conclusions are given in section V.

() = 

@AH

PQNRS
are covariance matrices of error
Where BCC and BCC
signals of predictions of mixed by long-term and short-term
predictors, respectively. Stone BSS aims to maximize
Rayleigh’s quotient to yield un-mixing vectors. Later,
MN O
PQNRS "
generalized eigenvectors of BCC [BCC
] are considered as
un-mixing vectors in Stone’s BSS [8, 14].

That E is permutation and scaling matrix and () =
[ (), …  ()] denotes recovered sources. BSS problem is
to estimate the best separating matrix ∈  × .

II.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of S’M-FGA method



Re-Scaled & Permutation

() =

(6)

W

x

Where that:
X (k) = Mixture observation signals
XL (k) =Filter Response (L)
XS (k) =Filter Response (S)
i: ee = Long-term covariance matrix
h
j5 ee = Short-term covariance matrix
h
i : ee h
j5 ee
RXX = h
V= Eigenvector matrix RXXV=VD
W=Un-mixing matrix

i() =  ̅

kmnp( ) =

q{

V })V

i: ee = q[zdzd  ] = |~(E[zd zd ], E[zdV zdV ], . . E [zd zd ] (15)
h

V

V

j5 ee = q[zfzf  ] = |~(E[zf zf ], E[zfV zfV ], . . E [zf zf ]
h

i  h
j   =
\ = h
|~(E[zd zd ]E[zf zf ], E[zdV zdV ]E[zfV zfV ], . . E [zd zd ]E [zf zf ]
.
(17)

}

q{ r }
−3
(q{ V })V

Or can be said:

(10)

i h
j =
\ =h
|~(E[d d ]E[w w ], E[dV dV ]E[wV wV ], … . . E [d d ]E [w w ]
.
(18)
From “(13)” and “(14)”

(11)

j    = h
i   ]h
i  [ ]h
j   
\ = [h

Another useful preprocessing strategy called whitening;
the observed vector x linearly transforms to obtain a new
x which is white, i.e. its components are uncorrelated
vector ~
~
with unity variances or covariance matrix of x equals the
identity matrix [6]:
q[ w w  ] = I

(19)
Now, can be representing the problem as generalized
eigenvalue decomposition [8] and from the assumption “(4)”
[14].
H  = 

(12)

ih  h
j  = 

Eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the covariance matrix
is a popular method for whitening. From “(1)”, vector of n
mixture () = [  (), …  ()] has been received by n
sensors. BSS considers the best estimate of un-mixing matrix
Wn×n in order to estimate n unknown sources as mentioned in
“(2)”, Y(k) = [y1 (k), y2 (k), . . . , yn (k)] T. XL (k) and XS (k) are
respectively responses of two different linear filters L and S to
estimated (recovered) the signals by W. From [14] some
plausible assumptions and properties refer to estimate W such
as:
x

Assumption 1: Mixing matrix is full column rank.

x

Assumption 2: Sources are mutually uncorrelated and
autocorrelation functions are not equals.

x

Assumption 3: Responses of sources to first filter (L)
are not the same from their responses to the second
filter (S).

x

(16)

As shown Z:̅ ee and Z5 ee are distinct diagonal matrices their
multiplication RXX is a diagonal matrix;

Assumption of mixed data centering, makes easy to find
kurtosis. So, the kurtosis can be computed as:

x

(14)

The covariance matrices of XL(k) and XS(k) are diagonal
matrices because the source signals S (k) are mutually
uncorrelated (Assumption 2)

− 3(q{
12(q{ }) q{
+
V
V
3(q{ })
(q{ V })V
4q{ }q{ u } + 6(q{ })r
−
(q{ V })V

kmnp( ) =

(13)

hdd = heded  y

The preprocessing of BSS consists of (Centering and
Whitening), from the most basic and necessary preprocessing
is to center the received observation mixture of signals x, i.e.
subtracts its mean vector m = E [x] so as to make x zero-mean.
The centering process should be implemented because kurtosis
basically obtained as [5]:
r}

Property 2: If d() and ̅ () are respectively
responses of a linear filter to () and ().

(20)
"

 

(21)

Then, the un-mixing matrix W is organized of the eigenvector
matrix of “(19)”, also they are orthogonal. The FGA
evolutionary technique used here for generating and tuning
accurate optimum values of Half-life parameters (hL , hS)
instead of fixed as referees in Stone’s measure (S-Measure),
subsequently these values are being affected on the responses
of two linear filters . Since two employed linear filters are
error terms of short-length and long-length prediction.
According to FGA, initial population can be adapted into new
population that independence among its components is
maximized using the suitable fitness function. FGA
intrinsically has advantages to jump out of potential local
minimum and fast algorithm with operators:

Assumption 4: Unmixing matrix is orthogonal
separating.
Property 1: If sources signals are mutually
uncorrelated then response of linear filter are also
mutually uncorrelated and covariance matrix of the
response signals is a diagonal matrix

x

Maximum number of Generation (MaxGen) = 40.

x

Population Size (Pop) = 80.

x

Length of Chromosome (number of genes) Len= 2.

x

Probability of Crossover PC= 0.95.

x

Probability of Mutation PM= 0.05.

x

The fitness function Fit:

~p() = − ∑?U[|q{?r } − 3q V {?V }| + (? ) − ()] (22)



That H is the entropy of mixed signals. The entropy is always
non-negative, and zero if and only if the variables are
statistically independent. The fitness function, which proposed
here takes the same fashion in [5] based on the fusion of two
criteria, kurtosis and mutual information. When Fitness
function is maximized the dependence among the estimated
signals is minimized, for more details view [5]. It is not
necessary to assume that the sources have the same sign of
kurtosis; the absolute of fitness function is directly maximized.
So Supergaussian and Subgaussian signals can be separated
from each other. The algorithm would be imperfect without
the orthogonal process, since the estimate of short-term halflife (hS) and long-term half-life (hL) using maximization of
fitness function to extract original signals is not enough, and
the orthogonal separating matrix can be obtained by “(12)”.
Orthogonalization is applied to FGA before fitting each
population, as shown in the structure of the proposed
evolutionary algorithm (Fig.3). In order to check the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm two performance
indexes used:

IV.

In order to illustrate experimental demonstration of
validity of S’M-FGA approach, simulation used same
experimental data in [8]. Three sources with different pdf
(Supergaussian s1 (k), Subgaussian s2 (k), and sorted Gaussian
noise s3 (k) are generated randomly, and mixed by random
matrix A. For more details about these signals, view [8]. The
mixture tested by JADE algorithm based on [7], fastICA based
on [2], Stone’s approach based on [8], and the proposed
approach, for having better evaluation, performances and
compare the result, as shown in Table (I). Short-term and
long-term half-life (hS, hL) parameters are generated and
selected from FGA algorithm as shown in the flowchart for
the proposed approach. Fig.4, shows three sources and
corresponding recovered signals using S’M-FGA approach
with shifted vertically for display purposes. Finally proposed
algorithm was tested with eight voices mixed by random
matrix A and proven that the recovered signals are very near
to original signals as shown in Fig.5. In this work, it’s
impossible to recognize a difference between original and
recovered signals.

-Interference to signal ratio (ISR) in dB as:
? = 10

q[ (? () − ? ())V ]
q[(? ())V ]

TABLE I.

(23)

BSS
Algorithms

- Integral Square Error (ISE):
q = 

!U

V = 


!U

(? () − ? ())V

(24)

JADE



SIMULATION RESULT

FICA

That e is the error signal for T samples.

Ston’sBSS

Start

Initialization: MaxGen; Pop; Len; PC; PM; GENC=1 (Generation counter)

S’MFGA

Generate randomly: Short-term and Long-term half-life (hs ;hL) parameters

Calculate fitness function by apply (hs ;hL) parameters in the modified
stone’s method for each chromosome in the population from “(22)”

S1
S2
S3
Mean
S1
S2
S3
Mean
S1
S2
S3
Mean
S1
S2
S3
Mean

PERFORMANCE INDEX COMPRESSION
Performance Index P.I
ISR

ISE

-26.2113
-31.6204
-22.1245
-26.6521
-54.0022
-35.7753
-25.9105
-38.5627
-30.394
-61.484
-44.029
-45.302
-30.8749
-79.1398
-44.3759
-51.4635

7.1778
2.0657
18.3936
9.2124
0.0119
0.7936
7.6925
2.8327
2.74
0.0021
0.1186
0.95358
2.4526
0.0000
0.1095
0.8541

Produce new population by: Selection; Crossover; Mutation and update it

Orthogonalization and increase generation counter Geni =Gen (i-1) +1

No
Gen > 40

Yes
Get optimum and best values for (hs ;hL)

Obtain separate signals

End

Figure 4. Three sources (s1 (k), s2 (k), s3 (k)) from top to bottom, and
corresponding recovered signal (y1 (k), y2 (k), y3 (k)) using proposed
approach (S’M-FGA) with shifted vertically for display purposes.

Figure 3. Flowchart of for S’M-FGA Approach
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